Axsys Incorporated is an independent professional services company focused on providing the best possible software technology and services available for the design, manufacture and inspection of products and tooling. Our services combine a proven, focused approach with real world expertise to deliver total solutions that enable our customers to realize their goals and objectives.

Founded in 1994 and headquartered in Wixom, MI, Axsys services over 1500 customers in applications including Product Design; Mold, Die, & Fixture Design; Production Milling & Turning; High Speed Machining; Multi-Axis Milling; Tuming; Laser and Wire EDM.

Not just a product vendor, Axsys delivers true value with our pre-sale and post-sale consultations, evaluations, support, training and customer service.

Axsys has earned premier reseller status with many of our software and hardware partners. This status means that many organizations have placed their trust in Axsys for quality products and professional services.

**OUR HISTORY**

Since the days of Numerical Control (NC) in the mid-1970’s, long before anyone heard of CAD/CAM, we have been involved in virtually all aspects of computer aided manufacturing (CAM).

We have extensive experience with virtually every type of CNC machine tool from a wide range of machine tool builders and distribution partners.

We have been serving a multitude of industries designing, programming and machining products, large and small including: molds, dies, patterns, fixtures, production parts and castings made from an endless list of hard, soft and exotic materials.

**SUPPORT**

Axsys is an organization of practical, innovative and dedicated professionals. This allows us to draw on a wide range of industry and systems experience and are backed by extensive in-house technical resources.

In addition to providing help desk and web-based support, Axsys has developed a wide variety of product specific Customer Service Support Programs.

Each Customer Service Support Program is designed to enable customers to realize the maximum return on their software investment by providing the on-site and off-site services of an Application Engineer experienced in the practical use of the CAD/CAM solutions provided by Axsys Incorporated.

Each Program is designed to get you up to speed as quickly as possible, maximize the users knowledge of the software we have supplied, and provide the fastest possible return on your investment.

**POST PROCESSORS**

Axsys prides itself in its experience and knowledge of manufacturing.

We understand that the manufacturing solutions we provide have little value without the ability to effectively run the machine tools that do the work.

Axsys provides in-house post processor development to provide the necessary post processors for our software solutions for any machine tool control that you may have.

This service assures maximum utilization of your machine tools in the shortest possible time.

**TRAINING**

Learning to effectively utilize CAD/CAM systems can be a difficult task, but with the aid of the various training offerings provided by our Technical Educational Services team, it can be easier than you think. Our wide variety of training offerings which includes on-line courses, classroom and on-site training, books, tutorials, and DVDs enable us to craft a training program that suits your own objectives, time requirements and budget.

Axsys ensures that your organization maximizes its investment in software technology with world-class training with emphasis on real-world functionality.
**TRAINING**

Axsys Training Specialists evaluate the needs of attending users and focus their curriculum appropriately. Following training, support is available to reinforce concepts learned in class. Axsys ensures that your organization maximizes its investment in software technology with world-class training with emphasis on real-world functionality.

When your organization has unique requirements, Axsys will develop custom classes to address your specific needs. This customization will include pre-training evaluation by an application engineer and customerspecific curriculum. In addition, post-training and on-the-job support will be provided to reinforce learning. We can deliver your custom training solution at your site or at our facilities. This guarantees a total focus on your training needs in a location that is the most cost-effective.

**SOLUTION PARTNERS**

For over 20 years, Axsys has been the leading integrator of CAD/CAM solutions to the engineering and manufacturing communities. Axsys provides complete solutions by integrating operating system, application and enterprise software, as well as hardware ranging from workstations to machine tools and inspection devices.

Each solution partner is carefully selected by Axsys to assure we represent market leaders with products of the of the highest quality that provide the best value for our customers across all markets and applications.

Our partner portfolio enables us to truly act as a consulting organization ion and concentrate on offering the best solution for your business.

---

CNC Software has provided CAD/CAM solutions to over 70,000 installations worldwide in mold making, automotive, aerospace, and consumer industries. Mastercam offers solutions for designers and NC programmers involved in milling, turning, wire EDM, plasma cutting, lasers, and 3D design and drafting. CNC Software's customers range from one person job shops to Fortune 100 manufacturers.

**Mastercam**

As an industry leader for over fifteen years, CNC Software prides itself on meeting the demanding needs of its customers by providing excellent products at affordable prices. They have remained at the forefront of CAD/CAM technology by listening to their customers' needs, being accessible, and most of all, being dedicated to them.

**Verisurf**

Verisurf Software, Inc. is a metrology software development company committed to delivering premier, field-proven computer aided inspection and manufacturing solutions. Verisurf offers the most powerful, efficient and competitively priced Model Based Definition (MBD) software suite available today, bringing measurement metrology to the paperless factory.

You can use the Verisurf's Master3DGage™ portable Inspection arms on the shop floor or right on your machine to verify parts quickly, in process, without removing or repositioning them.

**TECHNOLOGY, SUPPORT & PARTNERSHIPS**

Through any combination of Axsys services and products, you will optimize your product, part, and tooling creation process. We will help you to speed your time-to-market, increase your efficiency and achieve high predictable profits.

Technology, Support and Partnerships, that is what Axsys is about. As a vital and critical partner in your organization we will help make your plans and profits a reality.